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19TH CENTURY ENGLISH OAK LOW SIDE TABLE WITH SINGLE DRAWER AND
CARVED APRON

$4,500
An English oak low side table from the 19th century with single drawer, carved apron and A-Frame base. This 19th-century
English oak low side table exudes rustic charm and timeless elegance. Crafted from oak, it showcases a beautiful patina that

adds character to any interior. The table's design is a harmonious blend of functionality and aesthetics. A single drawer provides
a convenient storage solution for small essentials, maintaining the table's clean lines and uncluttered appearance. Its carved
apron adds a touch of subtle detailing, a testament to the craftsmanship of the era. The A-frame base imparts stability and a

touch of architectural interest to the piece. The legs are ingeniously connected to the table's underside through a vertical X-form
stretcher, ensuring durability and longevity. This versatile table can be used in a variety of settings. Placed next to a sofa or

armchair, it functions as a perfect spot for a lamp, books, or a cup of tea. In a hallway or entryway, it offers a welcoming surface
for decorative items or a convenient place to drop keys and mail. Its compact size and classic design make it an excellent choice

for smaller spaces, such as apartments or cozy cottages. The rich, warm tones of the oak wood create a sense of coziness and
comfort in any room. With its enduring appeal and practicality, this English oak low side table is not only a functional piece of

furniture but also a charming addition to your home's decor. Its history and character shine through, making it a beloved
heirloom for generations to come.

Height: 23.25 in (59.06 cm)

Width: 29 in (73.66 cm)

Depth: 20.25 in (51.44 cm)

SKU: A 4799
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